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Executive 
Summary 1Chapter

Only a small percentage of students attend a university in 
their home town, so many thousands will need to find 
somewhere to live in the vicinity. Both the universities 
themselves and specialized commercial organizations now 
offer various types of accommodation for students. New 
buildings and alterations to structures, whether domestic 
or non-domestic are required to comply with building 
regulations and standards on fire safety.

Many multiple occupancy buildings will have automatic 
fire detection systems throughout their premises for the 
purpose of business protection or insurance requirements. 
For maximum effectiveness in the case of a real fire, where 
there is no 24-hour presence on site, these buildings are also 
known to subscribe to the services of an alarm-receiving 
centre who respond to alarms by notifying Fire Authorities 
and key holders of the company when an alarm is activated. 
These systems are also useful where people on the site or 
occupants may not have the time, or cannot be relied upon, 
to call the emergency services.

According to the Fire Industry Authority (FIA) although the UK 
has seen a general reduction in false alarm call outs over the 
last ten years, the problem and costs still prevail.  
Consequently fire authorities and emergency response services 
rely on fire detection technology to help them determine false 
and real fire situations more accurately. Some authorities 
require a visual verification of a fire, from someone at the 
scene, before they administer emergency response teams. 

Technology from Johnson Controls has been designed to 
reduce false alarm instances - improving fire detection 
accuracy and reliability.

At Johnson Controls we specialize in providing all the latest fire 
detection and fire protection systems designed to integrate 
with building management systems and provide protection to 
industrial, residential and commercial environments. Through 
our dedication to extensive research, product development 
and continuous investment, we have developed a range of 
solutions designed to protect some of worlds most prestigious 
buildings.

Good-housekeeping also plays an important role in fire 
protection and false alarm reduction. For example checking 
that all flammable liquids are correctly stored and refuse bins 
are regularly emptied. It is important that these buildings 
impose strict enforcement of fire safety regulations 
relating to smoking bans, the use of candles and electrical 
equipment etc. inside the premises. 

Student accommodation developers and universities are 
now taking active steps to reduce the number of false alarms 
in order to reduce costs, improve safety for occupants, 
improve responsiveness to alarms and reduce unnecessary 
call outs to their premises.

This guide provides an overview of the challenges that 
facilities managers may face when managing and improving 
false alarm reduction, fire safety and security within student 
accommodation and university buildings. This guide will 
explain how technology from Johnson Controls, which has 
been specifically developed to improve the management 
of false alarms, can be implemented in a student 
accommodation and university environment.
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Fire Safety in 
University Campuses 2Chapter

Smoke presents the greatest danger to life in the event of 
fire. All possible measures should be taken to prevent it 
spreading throughout the building. As far as possible the 
escape routes should be kept free of smoke, by the use 
of smoke extraction systems and pressurization fans in 
the stairwells. 

In education facilities smoke control should form an integral 
part of the fire alarm system design process. In particular, 
care must be taken to ensure that these buildings are 
subdivided into fire compartments by fire doors and 
fire-resisting walls and floors. 

Customized smoke control systems should be designed to 
restrict the spread of fire and smoke, conducting the heat 
and smoke through the installed ducting and smoke vents 
into the external atmosphere (generally through the roof of 
the building) as much as possible.

Ensuring that escape routes are not used for storage of any 
kind and exit doors are not blocked is a fundamental part of 
good housekeeping. A complete building evacuation could 
be required at any time so it is important to be prepared for 
such an incident. Regular fire drills and staff training is an 
essential pre requisite in being able to organize an efficient, 
panic free evacuation when or if it becomes necessary.

Personal safety is generally regulated by laws and official 
requirements. The protection of material assets is mainly 
determined by the guidelines and directives drawn up by 
insurance companies. Fire incidents not only result in 
financial losses, they can also severely damage the 
reputation (and income) of a university. 
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Building Management 
System and Security 3Chapter

The size and complexity of higher education facilities, 
together with the diversity of the buildings sizes, uses and 
age, means that there can be no single fire protection 
solution appropriate for all cases. There are however 
common factors which need to be considered in order 
to make decisions about systems design and choice 
of technology. 

Special attention should be given to critical areas where 
many people are present and areas with significant heat 
sources and large fire loads such as event venues, high-tech 
laboratories, libraries, electrical plant rooms and student 
accommodation. The number of buildings involved in 
universities and the diversity of their use present a 
considerable challenge to the management of the safety 
of the buildings and its occupants. Integration of fire safety, 
building security, surveillance and access control systems 
with building management systems is becoming more of an 
attractive option for facilities managers of buildings such as 
universities and student accommodation. Integration of safety 
and security systems with the building management system 
allows for seamless communication between the systems 
which can improve building management and enhance the 
way systems respond to hazardous or fire risk situations.

Recently university campuses around the world have been 
making headline news for security reasons such as shootings, 
terrorist attacks, demonstrations, etc. The installation of a 
surveillance infrastructure that can provide security staff with 
the best possible means of dealing with such eventualities 
must be given careful consideration. 

The integration of the fire protection systems with security 
systems all controlled from a common management 
station is rapidly becoming an essential requirement.

3 - Building Management System and Security
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Fire Detection System 
Main Challenges in University Campuses 4Chapter

04

A comprehensive fire safety system is essential to ensure 
personal safety and damage mitigation in case of fire. The 
cornerstone of such a system is an effective fire detection 
system that offers early and reliable fire detection and 
can activate the alarm devices and the relevant fire safety 
controls promptly when there is a real fire. 

There are several challenges that need to be taken into 
consideration when designing a fire detection system in a 
university campus, below are three: 

4.1 Early warning 

Due to the very nature of university campuses, buildings are 
often spread across large footprints, with multiple buildings 
each of varied use, and size. Consequently one of the main 
challenges when designing a fire detection system to protect 
a university campus and student accommodation is ensuring 
that the threat is detected early and occupants are alerted 
to the threat at the earliest opportunity, giving them enough 
time to safely evacuate. 

Sometimes staged evacuation will be preferred, especially in 
high rise building which may be crowded during the day. In 
most of the cases, an audible notification is enough but often 
an additional visual alarm is required if the system is 
compliant with EN54-23 standards. Students often wear 
headphones and listen to music while studying or working 
in a library for example; the use of visual alarm devices in 
libraries or in rooms where an audible alarm alone would be 
ineffective is required.

4.2 Costs and loss of income  

As the majority of today’s universities are largely self-
funded and are run like commercial institutions, with 
students paying fees, this becomes a major source of income 
for the university. Consequently the protection of assets and 
buildings is crucial to the effective operation of the business. 
Apart from the direct costs of any buildings damaged by 
fire, the consequential loss of income caused by the inability 
to provide certain courses and the inevitable impact on the 
reputation of the university can be equally damaging. 

4.3 False alarms

Instances of false alarms are not unheard of in university 
and student accommodation buildings. These can often be 
caused by deliberate activation or poor management and 
maintenance of the fire detection system. False alarms are 
costly and can inevitably cause complacency towards real 
alarms. They can be prevented with proper safety guidance 
for occupants and the latest fire detection technology. 
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Causes of false alarms

False alarms can be caused by issues that have nothing to 
do with smoke or fire. aspects such as humidity, dust and 
insects and the location of the detector itself. Below are 
some of the main causes of false alarms in university and 
student accommodation buildings. 

1. Fumes from cooking

Most student halls are set up with a heat detector in the 
kitchen area and smoke detector in the main hallways 
leading up to the kitchen area. The heat detectors in the 
kitchen should not sound when people are cooking in the 
kitchen. However, if the kitchen door is opened, the smoke 
can easily travel into the corridor and activate the alarm. This 
can be prevented by ensuring occupants keep the kitchen 
door is always closed during and after cooking and the 
extractor fans are used correctly.

2. Toast, burnt food and grill pans

Devices such as toasters and burnt food on grill pans can 
set off false alarms if not cared for properly. Food deposits 
collecting on heating elements, can cause excessive smoke 
when switched on, often causing the alarm to be activated.

3. Steam

If doors are not closed properly or extraction systems are 
not used, steam from hot showers and bathrooms can  
penetrate into corridors and activate the fire alarm. Leaving 
the bath to run while the door is open can also allow steam  
to travel which could activate smoke alarms.

4. Detector interference

Although extremely dangerous, it is not uncommon for 
detectors to be tampered with. Such actions can risk the lives 
of all occupants and need to be dealt with in a serious manor. 
Interferences could include removal of detector, covering 
detector head, squirting liquid onto detector head, removal 
of battery.

5. Inapproapriate doors

In most student accommodation it is mandatory for all fire 
doors to be fitted with a door closer. These doors, when 
closed, are designed to delay the spread of fire. As such they 
are a vital part of a fire safety system and it is essential that 
door closers are not disconnected.

6. Aerosol use

Smoke detectors are extremely sensitive and will activate 
where aerosols are discharged in the immediate vicinity of a 
detector head. Detector heads can also become "glued“ by 
the aerosol spray, which can create difficulty in resetting the 
alarm system, and may lead to other false alarms. 

7. Heaters

In student accommodation it is common to have storage 
heaters or electrical heaters. For these to function correctly, 
it is important to allow air to circulate around the heater so 
that they don‘t over heat. if this is not known, occupants can 
risk their safety by covering the heater if they are using it to 
dry clothes for example or if they place a piece of furniture 
up against them. This can cause the heaters to overhear. 
Access heat can be dangerous. Not only can this increase the 
risk of fire but it can activate a detector with a heat sensor 
even before the risk is substantial, causing a false alarm.

8. Malicious or accidental call point activation

There is always a risk that call points are maliciously 
activated causing a false alarm. occupants need to be fully 
informed on the dangers and consequences of such actions. 
Recent updates to the BS5839 standards stipulate that all call 
points need to be protected with a plastic cover to reduce 
the vulnerability to accidental or malicious activation. 
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How can technology help reduce false alarms?

1. Multi sensor detection

Multi sensing technology inside these detectors is 
designed to help overcome these challenges. Multi sensor 
detectors monitor more that just one potential output of 
a fire to help provide accurate detection of real fires.  
These highly sophisticated detectors can sense levels of 
heat, smoke and CO in the air. Integrating CO, optical smoke 
and heat sensors to offer smart, multi sensing capabilities 
in one detector can enhance the the intelligence of the 
fire detection system to provide accurate, cost effective 
resolution to false alarms.

Sensors within the detectors are programmed to read the 
levels of smoke, CO and heat simultaneously in order to 
improve accurate detection of real fires and rejection of 
false alarms. For example smoke caused by steam does not 
contain CO, in this case the detector would record levels of 
smoke and through interaction with the fire control panel, it 
would identify that as CO is not present and so the risk is low. 
The detector is programmed to constantly send information 
about the heat, smoke and CO levels in the room to the 
panel, which uses this information to help determine if there 
is a real fire risk present before sending the system into 
alarm.

2. Adjusting the sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the detector to smoke, heat and CO can be 
adjusted to suit the environment and time of day so that the 
protection provided can be most effective for the conditions 
of the environment. Multi sensing detectors benefit from 
our multi-dimensional algorithms, designed to significantly 
improve false alarm resilience. 

It is necessary to select the right mode for the different 
environments and needs. The possibility to choose 
between different detection modes, e.g. the universal or 
resilient mode, can improve detection and false alarm 
resilience even more.

When detectors are used in environments where the 
sensitivity could be altered, such as events venues where 
smoke machines can be used, the day/night switching 
allows for heat and smoke to be selected by area or 
general setting for the entire system. 

In the corridor of a student accommodation building for 
example, a multi sensor detector would provide suitable 
protection. The corridor area could be exposed to heat 
escaping from a kitchen or steam escaping from a bathroom. 
The multi sensor detector in the corridor would therefore be 
programmed accordingly, to consider the conditions of the 
environment using the resilient mode.

One of the main challenges with university campuses and 
student accommodation is the enormous diversity of room 
types and usages. From the fire detection perspective 
these vary from relatively straightforward applications 
such as classrooms and offices, to complex applications 
in specialized laboratories (such as cleanrooms) or event 
venues (which can host seminars one day and rock concerts 
the next). 

Event venues demand the flexibility of being able to 
modify the behavior of the installed detectors in 
accordance with the type of event being staged. The 
adaptation is made on the basis of the type and intensity 
of the usage of the room.

3. Maintenance & testing 

Maintenance of the fire detection and alarm system is 
one of the top challenges in fire protection for student 
accommodation and university buildings. Buildings are 
occupied by students during the day and maintenance  
can be very difficult, especially in those universities located 
in historical building which often makes the fire detection 
system less accessible.

Regular testing of fire detection systems is necessary but 
is often disruptive especially with a big number of students 
around. Sounder and visual alarm devices able to self-test 
themselves represent a huge benefit, especially when they 
measure real output and not only electronic measurements 
or simulations. It is also very important that such self tests 
take only an instant to minimize the disruption and keep 
reactivity during a real fire alarm high, reducing the chance of 
mistaking the test for an actual event. 
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Student 
Bedroom 1Application 

Example

08

Challenge
Student accommodation buildings can have a high number of false alarms. Frequent 
false alarms can inevitably lead to a high level of distribution for occupants and 
complacency towards the alarm.

Ignited material

Bedding/mattress

Other textile

Books

Waste

False alarm causes

Cigarette Smoking

Toast cooking

Aerosol

Shower steam

False A larm Management with Technology 
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Solution
The use of multi sensing detection 
technology in resilient mode and 
different settings in day and night 
mode can help to minimize 
false alarms. 

Call points with a plastic cover can 
help malicious or accidental activation 
of the alarm.

A sounder base can provide a sound 
pressure level sufficient to rouse a 
sleeping person (not less than 75dBA 
at the bed head). Residents may 
include a number of impaired hearing 
persons, in those cases a visual alarm 
device should be installed in the room 
and additional warning devices 
should be considered (vibrating 
pillows etc).

Cause of fire

Smoking

Naked  light

Electrical failure

Cooking



False alarm causes

Toast cooking

Cooking fumes

Ignited material

Food

Waste

Furnishing

Shared Living 
Kitchen 2Application 

Example

09

Challenge
Fumes from cooking is one of the highest causes of false alarms. Food remnants  
left in the grill or toaster can lead to excess smoke when the grill or toaster is used. 
This can often lead to a false alarm.
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Solution
The use of multi sensing detection 
technology in resilient mode and 
different settings in day and night 
mode can help to minimize 
false alarms. 

Improved ventilation in the kitchen 
can allow excess smoke to 
escape faster.

Regular cleaning of appliances, such 
as the grill and toaster can reduce food 
remnants which often burn and give 
off smoke when the appliances are used.

Residents may include a number of 
impaired hearing persons, therefore 
a sounder and a visual alarm 
device should be installed.

Cause of fire

Cooking

Other



Corridors 3Application 
Example
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Challenge
In student accommodation there is a significant risk of false alarms in the 
corridors. Cigarette smoke can activate the alarm if the corridor is poorly 
ventilated.  Also, when bathroom doors are not closed properly, steam from 
a shower can escape into a corridor creating a higher risk of false alarm and
if doors are not shut properly, heat and smoke from a kitchen can escape into 
the corridor often causing a false alarm.

False A larm Management with Technology 
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Ignited material

Food

Waste

Furnishing

False alarm causes

Toast cooking

Cooking fumes

Solution
The use of multi sensing detection 
technology in resilient mode and 
different settings in day and night 
mode can help to minimize 
false alarms. 

Doors should be fitted with a door 
closer to help ensure they are 
closed properly at all times. 

Call points with a plastic cover 
can help malicious or accidental 
activation of the alarm.

Residents may include a number 
of impaired hearing persons, 
therefore a sounder and a visual 
alarm device should be installed.

Cause of fire

Cooking

Other



4Application 
Example
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Challenge
Every day many meals are cooked for hundreds of students, this means the 
equipment is heavily used. Large quantities of fat and oil is processed at high 
temperatures. Cooking appliances such as deep fryers and chip fryers, along with 
frying, griddle and grill plates, can overheat and start a fire. Obviously smoke 
detection may easily lead to false alarms.

Canteen 
Kitchen

False A larm Management with Technology 
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Ignited material

Food

Furnishing

False alarm causes

Cooking fumes

Solution
Heat detector in fixed temperature 
(60°C) mode.

Sounder bases or wall mounted 
sounders should be used to 
alert occupants.

Cause of fire

Cooking

Other



5Application 
Example
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Challenge
Canteens can be very crowded during lunch and dinner time therefore it is very 
important to have rapid and reliable fire detection. An overload or short circuit of an 
electrical appliance can lead to a fire which starts with a smoldering phase 
and progressively generates increasing quantities of visible smoke. 

Hot dishes can produce smoke and steam that could generate false alarm. Effective 
alarm notification is needed to evacuate a high number of people.

 

Canteen

False A larm Management with Technology 
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Ignited material

Furnishing

Food

Tableclothes

False alarm causes

Hot dish aerosol

Cooking fumes

Solution
The use of multi sensing detection 
technology in resilient mode and 
different settings in day and night 
mode can help to minimize 
false alarms. 

Wall mounted sounder for 
effective alerting.

Cause of fire

Electrical failure

Other



6Application 
Example
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Challenge
Libraries are full of books which can be a huge fire load. Today it is very common 
to have computers and other electrical equipments in a library. An electrical failure 
could cause a smouldering fire. Students may be alone in a library and may wear 
headphones or listen to music, therefore visual alarm devices supplementary to 
sounders are required.

Library
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Ignited material

Paper

Furnishing

False alarm causes

Smoking

Other

Solution
The use of multi sensing detection 
technology in universal mode can 
help to have an early detection 
while helping to minimize 
false alarms.

Some occupants may be impaired 
hearing persons, therefore sounders 
and visual alarm devices should 
be installed.

Cause of fire

Electrical failure

Other
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